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ABSTRACT

A large selection of hardware and software components are readily available for supporting Internet
communication in the ground network environment.  These components can be used to construct
very powerful and flexible communication systems.   The Operating Missions as Nodes on the
Internet (OMNI) project at NASA/GSFC has been defining and demonstrating ways to use standard
Internet technologies for future space communication.  Theses concepts and technologies are also
applicable to test range telemetry applications.

This paper identifies the network equipment and protocols to support end-to-end IP communication
from range sensors and spacecraft instruments to end users.  After identifying the end-to-end
network hardware and software components, the paper discusses which ones are currently available
and lists specific examples of each.  This includes examples of space missions currently using
Internet technology for end-to-end communication.  It also lists missing pieces and includes
information on their current status.  The goal of this paper is also to stimulate thought and discussion
on what steps need to be taken to start filling in the remaining missing pieces for end-to-end range
and space network connectivity.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper will provide a high level view of end-to-end network capabilities for range and space
applications.  Then it will begin to develop a list of the hardware and software areas that need to be
filled in to provide network capabilities for future range and space applications that are similar to
those available in ground networks.  The list is intended as a starting point to assist in preparing
roadmaps to begin filling in the missing pieces for space networking.  The list will include simple
networking components that can be developed in the near term as well as more far reaching visions
for future development.



In the 1990’s there were many network protocols such as OSI, DECnet, SNA, Novell, AppleTalk,
and IP that were supported by a wide range of hardware and software built for each one.  All of these
protocols provided network support in many environments.  However, during the mid 1990’s the
Internet evolution/revolution took over and most of these protocols were dropped in favor of the
Internet suite of protocols. Internet protocols gained in popularity worldwide and for a wide variety
of network communication functions.  The Internet protocols were not necessarily better than the
other protocols in all areas but they provided a very wide range of capabilities that scaled well
around the world.  Now the Internet protocol suite and associated hardware and software
components dominate the communication world and are beginning to move into the test range and
space flight world.

The goal of an Internet based communication approach is to provide the simplest, most cost-
effective delivery of measurement and science data when and where needed. The Operating
Missions as Nodes on the Internet (OMNI)[ 1 ] project at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has
been demonstrating these concepts and working with future missions to baseline these approaches.
Some of these concepts have already been deployed on operational missions such as AlSAT-1[2],
CHIPSat [3], and CANDOS [4].

Extending standard Internet protocols into range and space applications has already shown cost
savings and enabled simpler testing and operations of missions.  Deploying network connectivity
across future range and space systems will provide further savings while also enabling new
operations concepts with increased automation and interaction between systems.

RANGE AND SPACE END-TO-END NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The first step in identifying the missing pieces of a network architecture is to identify all elements of
the network.  Then we can start from one end and walk through the architecture from one end to the
other and determine the status of each component.  Figure 1 shows a network based architecture that
begins at the remote instruments on the left side and goes through ground stations, control centers,
and finally to the users of the data.

The key element in this architecture is the use of the Internet Protocol (IP)[5] to provide end-to-end
addressability and routing of data.  This is indicated by the dotted line in the protocol stack diagrams
at the bottom of the figure.  This is the one protocol that is common on all systems from one end to
the other.

The protocol layers beneath IP will utilize a variety of different technologies and media to provide
either local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN) capabilities.  However the various
LAN or WAN packet headers are only used within the LAN or over the point-to-point WAN link.
As packets with IP headers travel across the LANs and WANs the IP headers and user data remain
the same while various lower level headers and trailers are added and removed.  This is the concept
that has allows the Internet to provide global connectivity across an ever growing array of data link
technologies without constantly changing the user applications.

This layered communication approach helps break the end-to-end network problem into smaller
pieces that can be addressed individually.  The IP layer provides a major separation between the
software applications running at the upper layers and the actual network hardware at the lower
layers.  This allows the developers of the remote instruments to focus on collecting data and
delivering it to their users without worrying about the details of the communication hardware.  It
also allows the developers of the lower layer hardware components to focus on building simple
packet forwarding technologies and not worry about the details of user application software.



Figure 1 - End-to-end architecture for range and space networking

The rest of the paper will start from the lower left corner and work its way across the diagram to
identify the components needed to provide basic IP network communication. Then it will finish with
a brief discussion of some of the higher layer protocols and software applications that might be used
to support mission operational requirements over this end-to-end IP datagram delivery network.

SPACECRAFT/REMOTE SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Providing true end-to-end networking requires changing the sources of data in range and space
systems to be full network devices.  This includes devices such as command and data handling
systems, science instruments, power systems, attitude control systems, and storage systems.  Another
option is for these data sources to be connected to a computer via direct interfaces and the computer
then provides the network access to the instruments.  However, in either case, components are
needed to complete the network architecture for range and space systems.

The primary reason for the missing pieces in this area is the challenging environment in which the
components must operate.  This includes issues such as:

• radiation - some radiation hardening in LEO orbits, higher and polar orbits need more
• power - spacecraft/remote systems with solar or battery power have limited power
• cooling - devices may require redesign for conduction cooling, relates to low-power
• thermal - devices must operate over extended thermal ranges and temperature cycling
• vibration - range/space equipment must survive launch and operational vibration
• weight - launching or flying more weight costs more money
• size - larger size results in more weight and associated launch issues
• reliability - devices must be highly reliable, replacement or repair is often impossible
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These issues have limited the network hardware components currently available.  The most common
interfaces that have been used for onboard connectivity are MIL-STD-1553 and various serial
interfaces.  The 1553 technology was developed many years ago and significant investment was
made to make it rugged, reliable, and radiation hard.  However, 1553 technology is not well suited to
network environments and it has limited data rates compared to modern network technologies.

Since there are lots of possible components needed in the onboard network area, the discussion will
break them into three areas which are indicated in a representative architecture in figure 2:

• Upper level protocols
• Onboard LAN hardware
• Onboard WAN hardware

If a remote system doesn’t use an onboard LAN it can still use the WAN components to provide a
single network interface to the system.  Conversely it could also just have an onboard LAN and not
use a network interface over the RF or optical link.  However, using network technology both
onboard and over the RF or optical link provides the maximum communication flexibility and
enables full end-to-end communication as shown in figure 1.

Figure 2 - Representative remote system architecture

Onboard LAN Hardware

This category covers the hardware components that are needed to provide onboard LAN capabilities.
The primary components are the network interface cards (NICs), connectors, hubs, and switches that
provide network communication capabilities among onboard components.  It may also include
standard network accessible mass storage systems and timing systems.  These systems are included
due to performance issues such as high-rate transfers to mass storage and precision timing needs of
time servers.

The primary LAN technologies currently identified are Ethernet, Firewire, and ATM.  These
technologies all support standard IP networking and are widely available in standard ground COTS
products.  There has also been some work in developing rad-hard flight qualified components for all
of these technologies.

Ethernet is currently the most promising of these LAN technologies due to its universal usage in
ground LANs.  It supports and ever increasing range of data rates including 10, 100, 1000, and
10000 Mbps with currently available ground equipment.  With increasing data rates and LAN
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switching technology, Ethernet is moving into environments with high reliability and deterministic
response times such as factory floor monitoring and control systems.

Table 1 lists components needed for supporting onboard LAN functions along with notes on current
activities developing or using these components. The information on status is not exhaustive but is
an attempt to start developing a list of what is happening to fill in missing pieces.

Component Status

Space qualified Ethernet, Firewire, ATM connectors Rugged Ethernet connectors for factory floor

Radiation-hard Ethernet 10/100/1000 network
interface cards (NICs)

Spectrum Astro working on 10/100 Ethernet
using rad-hard and qualified COTS components

NASA/GSFC building rad-hard Ethernet FPGA

Rad hard Firewire (IEEE 1394) NICs Being developed for NPOESS mission

Rad hard ATM NICs Northrop Grumman (TRW) Astrolink design

Rad-hard Ethernet, ATM hubs, switches, NASA/GSFC working on Ethernet switch

Spectrum Astro working on hub

Astrolink has onboard ATM switch

Device drivers for NICs in standard OS’s Should be similar to standard NICs but may
incorporate fault-tolerance features

Fault tolerant LAN equipment and failure recovery
strategies

Factory automation and process control
community working on components/concepts

High-speed, network attached random access
mass storage for file systems

Possible application of SAN and iSCSI network
storage concepts

High stability, radiation-hard, time systems (clocks,
network time servers)

Work needed on low-cost stable clocks and fast
access mechanisms

Table 1 - Onboard LAN Component Status

Onboard WAN Hardware

This category focuses on the components that move data between the LAN, the WAN link, and the
rest of the network.  This includes the device between the LAN and WAN as well as the components
associated with the transmitter/receiver.  Current transmitters/receivers are based on radio frequency
(RF) technology but future technology is expected to include optical components at data rates up to
10 Gbps.  However, both RF and optical technologies will need similar components for functions
such as data link framing, encryption, forward-error-correction, and modulation.  Significant
challenges arise and hardware development is needed as data rates move to 10 Gbps

With a large amount of ground network equipment already available with WAN interfaces,
developing matching range and space WAN components provides the simplest way to extend
network capabilities.  Current network spacecraft are using ISO standard, high-level data link control
(HDLC) framing which is supported by standard synchronous serial interface chips and cards that
are directly supported by standard ground routers.  HDLC framing has been successfully used in
satellite systems for over 20 years but only in low-earth orbits with limited radiation.  The relatively
low radiation levels have allowed the use of standard HDLC components but more radiation hard



components will be needed for future missions in more severe radiation environments.  Also, HDLC
interfaces currently only support rates up to about 100 Mbps on the ground and new interfaces will
need to be developed for higher rates or other framing options will need to be identified.  Some other
candidates for higher rates are ATM, EIA IS-787, DVB, packet over SONET, and 10 Gbps Ethernet.

Moving data between the LAN and WAN can be done using various techniques.  A basic approach
is to have both a LAN and WAN interface attached to the primary command and data handling
processor in the remote system and have software on the processor that routes data between the
interfaces.  However, the processor may be busy performing other functions and it may be better to
perform the LAN/WAN transfers using a separate component.  Some missions at GSFC are
currently working on a LAN/WAN bridging component to offload this function from the main
processor and also provide more fault tolerance by using multiple LANs and bridges.  In order to
reduce complexity this device will only support minimal bridging capabilities to move packets
between the LAN and WAN interfaces and will not perform full IP routing.

Eventually, full function routers will be developed that will move data between the LAN and WAN
while also providing additional higher level functions such as mobile routing protocols, security
functions, traffic prioritization, and hot standby recovery.  This will provide all networking functions
in a standardized device and allow the onboard LAN to function identically to any ground LAN.
Table 2 summarizes components needed to support the onboard WAN interface functions.

Component Status

Link level encryption/decryption hardware Some military components available

Radiation-hard, forward-error-correction hardware
(e.g. Reed/Solomon, Low Density Parity Check,
Turbo Product Code)

Reed/Solomon encoders available for space

Work underway on TPC and LDPC

Radiation -hard framing hardware (e.g HDLC, ATM,
EIA IS-787, DVB, packet over SONET, 10 Gbps
Ethernet)

COTS HDLC chips used on LEO spacecraft for
over 20 years.  Simple to implement in rad-hard
FPGAs.

Need higher rate rad-hard components for others

High-rate versions of coding, encryption, and
framing hardware (up to 10 Gbps)

Possible solutions coming from DoD
Transformational Communication project

Rad-hard Ethernet or ATM bridges to transmitter/
receiver

GPM mission working on Ethernet/serial bridge

Rad-hard routers with Ethernet, Firewire, ATM,
serial interfaces

General Dynamics (Motorola) and Cisco working
on prototype rad-hard router/transceiver

ITT adding routing features to LPT transceiver

Spectrum Astro starting on router

Basic mobile IP routing protocols for single IP
address mobility

Mobile IP available and flown on CANDOS

More mobility solutions coming in IPv6

Mobile Routing to hide mobility details from and
entire subnet of onboard systems

Cisco Mobile Routing being prepared for test
flight on SSTL DMC spacecraft in 2003

Table 2 - Onboard WAN Component Status



GROUND STATION COMPONENTS

The ground system part of end-to-end networking is fairly simple since it does not have the
constraints of a space environment such as radiation, cooling, and power.  Most of the ground
technology already exists and the goal is to develop comparable components for the remote system.
Ground network components already operate at rates of 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps in Ethernet LANs and
rates up to 9.6 Gbps in SONET WANs.  These technologies are readily available and will continue
to increase in capability since they are driven by Internet growth.  Figure 3 shows a basic ground
station architecture using standard LAN technologies connected to standard wide area links.

Figure 3 - Representative Ground Architecture

The primary areas that need work are in the WAN link to the remote system and some of the upper
level protocols for things such as time synchronization and file transfer.  The protocols will be
discussed in the next section.  For the WAN link, components are needed to support efficient
framing, encryption, coding, and modulation schemes that work well over range and space RF and
optical links.  Work is already underway in some of these areas since solutions are needed for
commercial applications with constrained RF links. Additional work is needed to identify options
that provide efficient utilization of the WAN link and that can be easily implemented in both the
ground system and remote system.  Table 3 shows some of the key components needed in this area
and their current status.

Component Status

High-rate, forward-error-correction hardware (e.g.
Reed/Solomon, Low Density Parity Check, Turbo
Product Code)

Reed/Solomon and Turbo Code available

LDPC becoming popular

Gbps rate support still needed for all

High-rate framing compatible with remote system
framing (e.g. HDLC, DVB, ATM, SONETetc.)

HDLC framing available up to 100 Mbps

DVB framing available up to 240 Mbps

Need space hardware at these and higher rates

High-rate mass storage systems Large storage area network (SAN) systems
available with increasing capacity and speed
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Network timing systems for use by S/C Standard NTP time servers are available but may
need special features for higher precision timing
and to accommodate RF/optical links

Standard high-rate ground networking technologies Available at rates of 10 Gbps, constantly growing

Mobile routing protocol support Mobile IP protocol readily available (flown 1/03)

Mobile routing technologies being deployed
(flying in 2003

IPv6 evolving in test environments (e.g. 6Bone)

End-to-end IP addressing concepts Work needed on scalable system addressing
schemes and operational security mechanisms

Security approaches Commercial security options available but
scalable addressing and security schemes need
to be developed for range and space applications

Table 3 - Ground Component Status

UPPER LAYER PROTOCOLS AND APPLICATIONS

End-to-end IP network connectivity enables new ways to develop, test, and operate future remote
systems.  This allows the use of a huge amount of Internet protocols and applications that perform
remote system monitoring, management, and data handling.  However, not all Internet protocols and
applications are well suited to all range and space communication applications.

A basic rule of thumb is that applications using the UDP[6] protocol will work well.  Some common
UDP based protocols and usage that have been demonstrated in space are UDP blind commanding,
UDP telemetry packets, Network Time Protocol (NTP) [7] and Multicast Dissemination Protocol
(MDP)[8].  The UDP transport protocol provides a basic datagram delivery service identical to
current frame delivery mechanisms such as TDM and CCSDS.  The big difference is the global
network addressing capabilities of IP.  Also, most missions will be required to use UDP to support
communication requirements during conditions such as one-way links, high link errors, high link
bandwidth asymmetry, and long propagation delays.  Once missions have implemented all their
critical functions using UDP, consideration can be given to using TCP protocols in some
environments where it’s performance is not as seriously impacted by delays, errors, and high rates.

Applications that use the TCP[9] transport protocol need to be examined more carefully for use in
range and space applications.  TCP provides a mechanism for reliably delivering a stream of bytes
but, to provide reliable delivery, it uses a two-way exchange of data and acknowledgements.  This
feedback loop poses problems when it encounters the following type of communication links:

• one-way links (e.g. blind commanding or TDRSS return-only links)
• high link bandwidth asymmetry (TCP can’t go much beyond 50:1 asymmetry)
• high link error rate (TCP will keep trying until it gets all data through, may not be possible)
• long propagation delays (TCP feedback loop limits throughput with long delays)

Many UDP and TCP based applications are already available for range and space use.  Table 4 lists
some of the more basic areas that need more investigation for range and space use.  These protocols
and applications can be used for just onboard communication or all the way from instruments to end
users.  File transfers can occur from end-to-end in real-time if conditions permit or in a store-and-
forward method from one storage system to the next.



Component Status

Security algorithm accelerator chips for supporting
network and application level security

Ground based components available but rad-
hard ones needed

Application level data encryption and key
management

Many standard commercial solutions available
but best solutions for range and space use need
to be identified

Standard time stamping mechanisms (e.g. time
stamped PING, RTP) for IP packets

Options exist but may be different than legacy
mechanisms.  New concepts built on Internet
standards are needed.

Time synchronization and clock management
mechanisms (e.g. NTP)

NTP being used on some spacecraft but more
work needed on higher timing precision.

Standard messaging protocols GMSEC task at GSFC working on messaging
protocols to provide end-to-end software bus

UDP based highly reliable protocols for one-way
links (e.g. FEC, MDP, NORM, Digital Fountain)

MDP successfully tested on CANDOS shuttle
mission over one-way downlink

Digital Fountain is an interesting option for highly
reliable file distribution over one-way links.

Work needed on memory efficient versions

UDP based reliable protocols for asymmetric,
intermittent links (MDP, NORM, CFDP)

MDP being used for various unicast, mulitcast,
and one-way link applications

NORM being developed as IETF standard with
modular building blocks for FEC

CFDP being used on AlSAT-1 spacecraft

Table 4 - Upper Layer Protocols/Applications Status

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented an end-to-end architecture for IP network communication to space and
range systems.  It provided a list of the components needed to support this end-to-end architecture
and identified the existing and missing components.  It also listed some of the activities underway to
address missing pieces.  Some missions are already using end-to-end networking. For a class of
missions in low-earth orbits and with minimal radiation exposure, components are already available
to support basic networking.  There is also lots of work underway in network environments such as
the Industrial Ethernet world that could be highly applicable to range and space needs.

However, there are many missions that must have significantly radiation-hard components.  There is
some work underway on Ethernet components and routers built on rad-hard processors.  These are
still individual activities working on only very small quantities of products.  As the benefits of
network technologies become more apparent for range and space applications the quantity of
network components should grow rapidly.  Simply hardening widely used network technologies
such as Ethernet and HDLC will allow for rapid acceptance and incorporation of these components
into future systems.  Significant cost and time savings will result when developers can prototype



systems using standard network technologies and then just substitute hardened components for the
final flight systems.
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